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AUTHENTICATION

This report was developed in response to a need for more precise method-

ology in determining throughput capability at marine terminals. A series

of formulas has been developed to measure the capability of physical

facilities, personnel, and materials-handling equipment. These formulas

have been integrated into methodology which uses a "weak link" approach.

Here each subsystem of a port is analyzed separately and the capability

of the weakest subsystem establishes the throughput capability for the

port. Examples are included with detailed calculations for different

types of terminal operations, such as breakbulk, container, RORO, and

barge ship.

We look forward to the future when the use of this tool will refine and

validate the techniques and concepts which have gone into its development.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Military Traffic Management Command Transportation Engineering
Agency (MTMCTEA), Newport News, Virginia, developed a methodology
for determining and predicting the cargo througpi t capability of marine
terminals, as directed by Headquarters, MTMb-, in response to a request
by Commander in Chief, US Army, Europe. This methodology system-
atizes the input factors and organizes them into mathematical expressions
with which one can manually calculate cargo throughput rates. The meth-
odology enabled planners and engineers to estimate marine terminal capa-
bility for four types of cargo: break-bulk, containerized, roll-on/roll-off
(RORO), and LASH/SEABEE barge. The procedure used for estimating
capability is the weak-link analysis, in which each basic subsystem in a
port is analyzed separately to determine its cargo throughput capability.
The subsystem having the least capability is the weak link, and the output
of the port system as a whole can be no greater than that of this weak link.
Example problems are shown, with detailed calculations, for marine ter-
minal operations with the four different types of cargo mentioned above.
Also, an example is shown wherein analysis is made of combined oper-
ations. The developed procedure is applicable for cargo-throughput
analysis either for loading ships in CONUS or for unloading ships at over-
sea ports. However, the special restrictions involving ammunition ship-
ments were not specifically addressed by this study, but the developed
procedure is applicable for ammunition shipments if a constraint due to
special restrictions is treated as a weak fink. This methodology has not
been validated by an actual test in an operating port environment.

1/
Reference: Letter, MTMTS-SA, 14 February 1973, subject: Methodology
for Estimating Port Throughput Capability.

2/
- Reference: TWX, ECJD-T, HO CINCUSAREUR, Z4 0845Z January 1973,

subject: Seaport Capability Study (U).
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I. SCOPE

This methodology is intended to provide planning personnel who have port
movement responsibilities with an understanding of the many factors in-
volved and their relationship to each other. It also provides a technique
for manual evaluation of marine terminal throughput capability, given
basic demands. The technique is applicable for both onloading and off-
loading ship cargo. The study measures and incorporates:

A. Capabilities of various types of equipment and methods for handling
cargo

B. Cargo throughput for different types of ships, such as break-bulk,
container, barge -ship, and roll -on/ roll-off

C. The effect on the cargo throughput of holding-area size

D. The effect of factors such as weather and visibility on productivity

Transfers between inland or intracoastal water modes and oceangoing
vessels are not included with the exception of the LASH and SEABEE barge-
ship systems. Excluding bulk cargo (dry or liquid), any commodity used
to support military operations overseas is within the scope of this study.
Passenger movements are not covered. Special requirements attributable
to ammunition shipments are not considered in this report.

2



1U. OBJECTIVE

The methodology developed in this study provides planners and engineers
of the distribution system with a capability measuring procedure for
marine terminals; this is done by including and quantifying those factors
which affect the capability of a terminal to transship cargo. This meth-
odology is designed to systematize input factors and their organization into
mathematical expressions capable of providing the facility under consid-
eration with valid throughput capability values.

3
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III. INTRODUCTION

Terminals, as considered in this report, are those facilities that trans-
ship cargo between land transportation modes and oceangoing vess ,Is. The
primary function of a terminal is the transshipment of cargo, although sub-

ordinate functions may include cargo consolidation, distribution, and
storage. Capabilities in ill marine terminal functions are dependent upon
facilities, labor, equipment, and management, with the latter exerting a
strong influence. Six principal operations describe the general procedures
in a marine terminal:

1. Vessel approach and berthing

2. Cargo transfer between vessel and shore

3. Cargo special handling (for example, customs, warehousing)

4. In-transit storage

5. Cargo transfer to and from land modes

6. In and out processing of inland mode vehicles

The manner in which these operations are performed provides the basic
input for determination of marine terminal capability.

In its broadest sense, marine terminal capability is a measure of the
ability to provide the six basic port functions when available resources are
origanized in the most effective manner. Many types of capability mea-
surement are possible, including nonquantifiable measures of performance.
One common measure of capability is the gross cargo transshipped per unit
of time, such as short tons per year. Although commonly used, it is a
measure that ignores much available basic information concerning indivi-
dual functions. For example, transfer of 10, 000 short tons per day of
iron ore does not have the same meaning as does transfer of 10, 000 short
tons per day of 2-1/2-ton trucks, since there are obvious differences in the
kinds of resources needed to move each type of cargo.

If specific estimates of marine terminal capability are desired, those
estimates will apply only to a very narrow set of conditions, and those
conditions may not all be measurable. Our aim, then, was to produce a
methodology for marine terminal capability estimates that would yield
more useful information than gross statistics, yet would not be limited to
specific situations. The resultant methodology, as described in this

4
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report, gives estimates of capability that can be used to identify major
differences between ports for four kinds of cargo: general (break-bulk),
containerized, unit equipment, and LASH/SEABEE barge. The procedure
used to estimate capability is the weak-link analysis.

An exhaustive search of literature was conducted at both the Fort Eustis
Transportation School Library and the Army Air Mobility Research and
Development Laboratory Library. Information was requested from the
United States Maritime Administration and e American Association?f
Port Authorities. Dr. Joseph D. Carrabino- and Dr. Ernst Frankel ,
both of whom are considered leaders in the field of port cargo throughput,
also were contacted concerning latest developments in the fiel4l.

Part One of this report is in two principal sections. One section reviews

some existing methods for estimating port capability. The other section
presents the procedures developed in this study to estimate port throughput
for both loading cargo into and unloading cargo from the ship. The deriva-
tions of the equations and techniques are shown, and numerical examples
are furnished, to illustrate application of the methods.

A reference guide, or pamphlet, published as Part Two, provides a con-
densation procedure from the main report for estimating marine terminal
capability- . Data on vessel characteristics are included in appendix B to
Part One of this report because the required holding area is a function of
vessel capacity.

6/
Another report- / that resulted from work on this project contains descrip-
tions of the different types of cargo vessels in use; it describes typical port
operations associated with the vessels. For the convenience of the user,
an appendix, "Ship Loading Factors, " taken from MTMTS Pamphlet 700-1,
is included.

-Dr. Joseph D. Carrabino, Chairman, Engineering and Management
Sciences Corporation.4'D

Dr. Ernst Frankel, Professor, Department of Ocean Engineering,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

"/,Condensed Procedures. " Manual Procedures for Estimating Marine
Terminal Throughput, Part Two.

Marine Terminal Operations, Military Traffic Management Command
Transportation Engineering Agency, Newport News, VA, 1977.
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IV. EXISTING METHODS FOR ESTIMATING PORT THROUGHPUT

A. GENERAL

Previously developed techniques for general (break-bulk) operations
rely upon berth design and occupancy factors. For container opera-
tionis, at tcut ion has beeni placed upon mathematical s imulations used
as a design aid. Otlher wvork has been undertaken to determiine oper-
ating procedures or investments at at port, or system of ports, that
will provide for cargo flow in .in efficient, economic manner. Selected
references are contained in thc bibliography. Several of the mlo 1e
important techniques ill iuse are presented in this section.

B. FACTOR METH OD)S

1 . Military

The military factor method was developed prior to World War 11
an1d was used successfi 9 y during the war. It was updated by a
working group in 10~55. -

I'his method inivolvyes determination of wvha rfage suitable for dis-
chazirge of military general cargo. For each linear foot of sutch
wha rfage it ass umes that 1 long ton of mixed general cargo canl
be discha rged inl I day of 2I) effective working hours. For ex-
amilple, at suitable wlia rf, 1, 200 feet inl length, Would be considered
to have anl unloading capacity of 1, 200 long tons per day. Wh ile
assessments so made are for a i-day period, this does not imply
that the estimated rates cannot be sustained day after day. It
does indicate, how.ever, that a sustained rate must. also be pre -
dlicated onl the capability of port clearance facilities.

Fihe vo rkitig grou)tp Concluded inl 1955 that the I -ton factor should
be inc reased to 1. _' tons, due primarily to inc reased mec hanical
efficiency of break-bulk-type ship-handling gear. The v-aluies
produced by this formuitla are applicable to unloading operations
only; the ablt fte port to cilear the cargo must be analyzed
separately to see if it is at restriction. The types of berths to
which this factor may be applied are shio~vn in the following tabul-
lation:

-Port Capacity Methodologies, US Army T'ransportation Intelligence
Agency, Ports and H arbors Branch, Washington, DC, 19 55.
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Berth Dimensions

Length (ft) Depth (ft) Ship Type
565 31 to 30 C4, C3
460 29 to 23 VC2, EC2, CZ, Cl-B
350 22 to 18 CI-M

For general planning purposes, a transportation terminal service
company is considered carable of dicharging from the ship 720
short tons per 20-hour working day. - The average ship is con-
sidered to be 500 feet long and 60 feet wide with five hatches. Of
course, the disadvantage of this factor is that consideration is
given only to the unloading operation at the berth. A checklist for
terminal capacity estimation is given but no guide for the actual
calculation of the factor is offered.

Commercial

Another simple factor method used by individual ports is to derive
a capacity per unit of berthing space. Total general-cargo tonnage
moved per year is divided by total general-cargo berth length to
produce the factor. Using historical data from nine major Atlantic

Coast ports, a Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)
study92 revealed values ranging from a low of 9. 5 STON/foot/year
at Portland, Maine, to 247. 6 STON/foot/year at New Haven,
Connecticut. The average of 80. 8 STON/foot/year was similar to
the rate of 81. 8 STON/foot/year achieved at New York harbor.
These figures are presented simply to show the wide range of
throughput at different ports.

Generally assumed capacity measures for general-cargo berths
are used also. The most common assumes that 150, 000 STON
per year can be handled at a 550-foot marginal berth without dock-
side cranes. If efficient shore cranes are available, a formula for
berth capacities, in STON/year, is as follows:1 0 /

Capacity = 250, 000 + 500 (length in feet - 550 ft)

8/FM 55-15, Transportation Reference Data, Department of the Army
Field Manual, February 1968, pp 5-48 to 5-90.

9/
Frankel, Ernst, Studies on the Future of Atlantic Ports Report MITSG

107'18, July 10, 1973, p 82.

Ibid., p 106.
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C. IDEAL BERTH METHOD

A procedure was developed in 1 765 for estimating port capacity using

the concept of an ideal berth. - The ideal berth was defined as one
that is ideal in all components; that is, apron strength, apron width,
heavy-lift capability, transit shed size and arrangement, open storage
area, backup warehousing, rail and highway access, ease of berthing,
and so forth, and, by definition, was capable of handling maximum
cargo of 100, 000 STON per year. A berth would be scored based on
the criteria in Table I, with an ideal berth scoring 1, 500 points.
Berth capacity is, then, the actual score divided by 1, 500, and multi-
plied by 100, 000 STON per year.

D. MTMC PLANNING FACTORS

The experience of the Military Traffic Management Command, which
is responsible for scheduling, routing, and loading all Department of
Defense material being transported overseas via ocean shipping, has

led to development of actual and notional factors to estimate ship-
loading times. These values are a refinement of the planning tech-
niques used previously, such as the factor methods, in that the differ-
ent types of shipping methods and cargo are treated separately. Ap-
pendix C of MTMTS Pamphlet 700-1, which gives these factors, is
reproduced herein as Appendix A. Port capacity can be determined
by first calculating the types of ships that can be berthed in a port,
then applying the appropriate factors for the cargo and ship types;
capacity is the estimated amount of cargo that can be loaded in a given
time.

E. QUEUING THEORY METHOD

Port capacity estimates are based upon the queuing theory, where a

port is a server meeting the demands imposed by customers; in this
case, the customers are the vessels that arrive in a random sequence.
Central to this theory is the assumption that, although the arrivals

are random, the probability distribution of the times between ship ar-
rivals can be reasonably approximated by a known probability distri-
bution function. A parallel assumption is that the time spent process-
ing a ship is also random but that it also can be approximated by a
probability distribution function.

ll/Eschback, A. M., Ideal Berth Measurement of Port Capacity, Pro-

ceedings of the Fifty-fourth Annual Meeting, American Association of

Port Authorities, Oct 11-14, 1965, pp 37-40.
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TABLE I

IDEAL BERTH FACTOR~S

Points
Berth Length (feet)

750 .. ..................... 120
700 .. ..................... 100
600. ..... ................. 80
500. ... ................... 50

< 500. .... .................. 10

Water Depth (feet)
40 . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .90

35. .... .................. 80
32. ...... ................ 60
30. ..... ................. 40

<30. .... .................. 20

Back Up Area (sq feet)
400,000 .. ................... 120
300,000. ... ................. 80
200,000. .... ................ 50
100,000. .... ................ 20 -

<100,000. .... ................ 10

Apron Width (feet)
60. .... ............... 110
40. .... .......... .. ....... 90
20. ..... ................. 40

<20. ..... ................. 10

Transit Shed (sq feet)
90,000 .. ................... 120
50,000. .... ................ 60

<50,000. .... ............. 20

Distribution Shed (sq feet)
30,000. .... ............. 90
20,000 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... 60

< 20,000 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... 20

Apron Tracks
2 tracks. ................... 100
1 track. ... ................. 50



TABLE I- cont

Deck Loading (lbs/aq feet)
800 .. ..................... 100
600. ...... ................ 80
500. ..... ................. 50

< 500. ..... ................. 10

Yeavy Lift Cranes
I - 35-ton straight-line. ........... 110
2 - 65-ton Whirley .... ........... 90
2- 50-ton Whirley .... ........... 80
2 - 35-ton Whirley .. ............. 70
1- 65-ton Whirley .... ........... 70
1- 50-ton Whirley .... ........... 50
1- 35-ton Whirley .... ........... 30

Berth
Quay or marginal. ............... 110
Slip ..... ................. 20

Truck Tailgate
Full length of house ...... ........ 90
At end of house. ...... .......... 40

LoopR.R. Tracks
Yes. ...... ................ 60
No. ....................... 0

Truck Access
Direct to 'freeway .. .............. 120
Direct to state highway .. ........... 100
Direct to city arterial. ...... ...... 80
Direct to city street. ...... ....... 50

Ship Service Facilities
Power, water, & sewer. .... ......... 60
Power &water. .... ............. 30
Water only .... ............ 10

Conditional Age of Facility
Condition of structures determines

effectiveness.
Reduces or increases effectiveness

of other factors by maintenance.
New ...........................100
25 years old...................50

<50 years old. .................. 0

10



Solution ot the problem requires knowledge of the probability function
for the times between ship arrivals, the probability function for ship
service times, and the number of servers, or berths. In most cases,
queuing theory assumes that the probability functions are related to
the Poisson theory; each arrival is assumed to be an independent event

and the occurrence of one event has no bearing upon the occurrence of
another. A good discussion of the theoretical basis for these models
appears in Appendix B of Studies on the Future of Atlantic Ports by
Ernst Frankel.

Using historical data for a port, an appropriate method is selected
that will approximate the real information. Inherent characteristics
of the theories permit inferences to be made about expected berth
occupancy rates, tines between ship arrivals, and ship service times,

and amounts of cargo to be loaded on a vessel. By extension, these
values indicate what the upper lintits of port capacity will be. These
methods have been used quite extensivetl in studies of liquid and dry
bulk termiinals.

F. COMPUTER SIMULATION

Evaluations of a complex system, such as a port, often require in-
formation that is beyond the limits of even very complicated analytical
methods to supply. When direct solutions are not feasible, it is
possible to move toward the solution by studying how the system
operates in different configurations. Computer simulation is such a
technique. By describing the system with mathematical formulae,
especially by using probability distribution functions to describe

elements which behave in a random fashion, a researcher can "build"
a representation of the system in the computer. By studying how the
system performs in various configurations, operations can be observed
without having to make physical changes to the real system.

Simulation has been used most often to study container facilities.

Important design considerations are the amounts of container storage,
the number of major equipment items (for example, container cranes
and handlers), the number of entry gates, and the size of the container
freight station. Ship arrivals are usually approximated by probabiltv
distribution functions of the Poisson type. Decisions about port layout

are made from information from the simulation program such as
operating costs, delay times for cargo moving through the port, equip-

ment utilization rates, and amounts of storage demanded.

11



6. SUMMARY

Trechniques presently in Ilse for estimating port t apac itv a re of titrete

kinds:

I Estimiat es bas ed oni be rth sizie or length. ilhe se are limnit ed
p r ima r ii y by Con 01Sde rti ti On Of the tr1'Ans te r raiI t f o 11 t, 11,h r t to

vessel; it is implicitly aissumed that the backup facilities will he
aIdequatte.

2.Reliianwce upon paist pe rformanuce. These indirect Iv take In thet wa v
thle whole s ystexii operates, buit they are not necessarily a valid

guide toward thet tippet- limits of produictivity.

3. Simultat ion antd queuing theorv. This p rovides a method for exam l-

ining the systemi as a whole.

I'he expense tit time anid comnputer r Pes ou rces ha ve l imited their a ppli ca -

t ion SO sofar, to situaltions ini Whiich thel e i-ma I.III insought \,IS s co noi ic

in natu re. Table Ii sininiarites the various tecc hitiquteS that canl be

us ed for rule of thuimb tv~pe cailcen at ions. Note that, with thlt except ion
of the ideal berth imlethod, these methods apply out v to thie rate ot eut -

put at the be rth. Since none of these techniques \v'hollv sati sties thle
objectives of this study, hie mlethod oultlined in the following Sect ions

has been developed.

M~ etho'd 4ut'- - -Var It~ble__ P~rt C dliv*

(1.2 I.ToN/dav/fo',ti (I., feet)i 1. - I et I V0N pri UNt

MIT si udv k.147.0~ STLIN 'vest Iloot 'i . I ei ' I I eet S I\0N pet v..it
Ne Haven. (:T Bert hI n 1

MIT st udy I %0 ,000 S tN /vedr SVON ret vemi
Wit hout iX'ckg ide fo'r SS0-foo..' berthI

Cranes

MIT Stu1dy 2S0,00 +. Silo k, feet - s"II) SION 'vetr I et S ION ret vok
With IX'ckside Herithl I engI t It

Cranes

I deml I ('Poiits) 100,0~I00 STON 'vat V' - p' mI It SIN pi'e V VAt

P~erth j Cl. " 1. 11-t 4) k ' se VAt' I, r I

KMNIC - si y .ar 4 v-tv Iit I' ON V M 1V'0N petr ~LI
PIa-i nng jT- loa~ding t tine it, .havs kAppemi, 10

P1i SS- Is 720 5 tON p.'r .:-homu ,hav S VON pot Lk

Fitud variable amd use taoit'r to' .c.ate p.'il ,apaotlv.

-------- --- ----



V. PROCEDURE FOR ESTIMATING PORT THROUGHPUT

A. B ASIC ASSUMP''IONS

1. The required ships tre available.

.2. The range of effect of each operational environment or constraint

is identifiable.

3. 1-Persotuel to operate and matnage materials-handling equipment
(MIIE) and port equipment are available in sufficient numbers to
accotliplish each operation at maximumt equipnient capability.

4. Operational constraints other than those concerned with equipment
in port facilities will nti e considered (that is, ship damage from
mines, atd so forth).

S. Holding space is used only for in-tranisit holding with no long-term

storage.

o. To maximize throughput, ships to be loaded will arrive empty
after discharging their cargo of containers or barges elsewhere.

7. There is unlimxited cargo for input to the CONUS port and unlimited
capacity for acceptance of cargo from the oversea port.

B. W1:AK-IINK ANALYSIS

1. Desc ription

The procedure developed in this study for estimating port through-

put uses a weak-link analysis. Weak-link analysis is a technique
for determinitg maxitumn cargo throughput by separate calculationl
of the capacity of each and every subsystem. These values are
then compared with one another, and the mininmumx is the bottle-

neck which limits all other subsystems. That is, the maximium
cargo throughput of the port is limited to the value of the weakest
subsystem, referred to as the weak link. The port system, as
a whole, cannot transship at a rate greater than that of the weak
link.

A schematic of operations for a typical terminal and the nomen-
clature for the weak-link analysis is shown in Figure 1. The
letters A, B, C, D, E, and F denote cargo movements from ote

13
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t[''SDrF~l GAID r F. DISPOSITION HtOLDING

STA -INC HE

qAREA WHARF SHIr

F F STA(OING D IN -TRAN.,IT
"HIP WHARF AREA HHOLDIN. k

& DIShISITION INIDF THE Orr" uw 1"THE

YARD CATE GATE

UNLOAD I

NorE: In a given operation. some subsystem.i ms av lot he req (red or utled, and they ire otmuitt.

Figure 1. Format for Weak-Link Analysis.

place to another, whereas the blocks shown on the figure represent
specific places at the port where cargo is usually placed for a

short time between movements. For example, the letter "C''
denotes cargo movement from the classification and disposition
vard to in-transit holding. The calculations shown on the follow-

itig pages use the format of Figure 1 to identify the cargo move-
ments A, B, C, D, E, and F. The weak link is identified by
comparing the results of the calculations for the cargo movements
and also for the required size otf the in-transit holding area. An
example will be presented in a later section, with calculations
showing the complete cargo movemient path from the entrance gate

to the ship for , one-berth containership port.

14
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Note that the same technique is used for both loading and unload-

ing the ship. This feature is made possible by the manner in

which the equations are set up. The termis in the equations, which
are filled in by the operator, are defined as rates. These equations

are applicable for either loading or unloading. The equations

simply denote movement of cargo from one point to another; the

operator, who is the only one with the knowledge of the actual

rate, supplies the rate to fit the appropriate case. That is, in
the case of the cargo throughput calculation at the break-btilk

berth, the stevedoring rate is one of the values to be supplied by

the ope rator. So, the applicable rate for loading or Utnloading is
used.

Also, in the case of a container berth, the only rate used in the

equation is the crane cycle rate, which is the sane for loading or

unloading. Therefore, the equations are flexible in that the samlie

equation fits either case, loading or unloading, simply by using

the applicable rate.

As an alternative, if the port operator cannot apply the mathemia tics
required to calculate the output of each subsystem, Figure 1 can be

used as a guide to identify the weak link. An estimate, based on
experience, can be made for each subsystem; then, bv comiparing

subsystemn outputs, the weak link is identified. The throughput of
the weak link is, of course, also the maximumi throughput of the

tert-inal. This method is not advocated, but is offered simply as

an alternate method, or as a second-best approach. This approach
would stimuulate consideration of subsystem output values. Con-

sideration of berth out put only, instead of the capacity of the
backup systems, is a coninon mistake anong port operators.

Z. Calculations for Weak-Link Analysis

The letters A, B, C, D, E, and F, shown in Figure 1, are used ill

the nonienclature of the following equations. Derivation of the

equations used to calculate a rate of cargo nioverment is based on

counting the nurnmber of loads or the number of vehicles in a

neasured initerval of time. The cargo movement rate is derived

also by calculating the round-trip time for a vehicle, based on
the physical characteristics of the system. Then, knowing the
number of vehicles, the tonnage carried by each vehicle, and

the number of hon rs worked, the cargo movement rate can be

calculated. rhe equations are derived with the port's throughput

expressed in MNTON per month. This unit of measure is con-
sidered to be widely acceptable for comparing one port's output
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with another. However, if this unit is not desirable, an engineer
or planner using this report can easily use dimensional analysis
to change the equations to a desired unit. For example, the
preference could be to express the output of a RORO berth in
number of vehicles per month instead of MTON per month. Of
course, to convert from one unit to another, the cargo densities
must be known, but for military moves the average cargo mix is
well known. The following terms are defined for use in the
equations:

S = Number of shift hours per day worked for a particular
movement

N1 = Number of locomotives available for a particular movement

N 2 = Number of railcars per train for a particular movement

d = One-way distance in feet that a vehicle travels for a
particular movement

V Average velocity of a vehicle in miles per hour, not in-
cluding time spent at end points, based on observed values
with the level of activity that is to be gauged, or may be
estimated, based on experience

H1 = Pickup time in hours for the vehicle to pick up the load at
the beginning of a movement

H2 = Dropoff time in hours for the vehicle to drop off the load
at the end of a movement

H - 2d + H1 f H 2 , round-trip time in hours for a vehicle
5280V

to move cargo, including pickup and dropoff times

W 1 - W1 , where W is defined as the weather factor and W,

is defined as the fraction of total time lost to severe or
inclement weather. The weather factor degrades the
throughput capability to account for the effects of adverse
weather. (Note that WI<l, necessarily, and that the values
may vary for different types of operations. For example,
rain may not affect container loading but would affect
break-bulk loading. )

16



S+- 0. 75- P,

G P1 + 0.7 P 2 for 25 percent nighttime degradation rate,
P 1 +P 2

where G is defined as the night productivity factor that

accounts for the effect of reduced visibility. P 1 is defined
as the number of shift hours worked in daylight and T1, is

defined as the numiber of shift hours worked at night.

L 1 - L 1 where L is defined as the shift-change factor that

accounts for the time loss due to changing work shifts,
including meal breaks, and L is defined as the fraction
of total time loss due to shift changes, including meal

breaks.

s 1 - s where s is defined as the dredging factor and

is defined as the fraction of total time loss due to dredging.
This factor will be used only if a yearly estimate of berth

throughput is needed, since the factor cannot be realistically
applied to a tuonthlv figUre because dredging is not done
every month, and since applying the factor would change
the nuni ber of ships per month and the ship cycle time.
Actually, the berth would operate month after Month, nill-

affected by dredging, and then cease operations completely
while the berth was being dredged. The annual berth out-
put is 12 times s times the monthly berth output.

NOTE: these termis will have various subscripts In the following

paragraphs, according to the nomenclature of Figure 1 and tile
mode of movement, such as rail-R, truck-v, and so forth.

a. Cargo maao\novement A, from outside the gate to inside the
gate (vice versa for unloading ships overseas).

(1) Rail

AR Input rate by rail in nieastrement tons per
day

"A R  Number of railcars that can be moved to in-
side the gate per day

N 3  Number of trains per day that can be received

at the gate

17
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N 2 = Number of railcars per train

nAR N 2 N 3

M R = Load capacity of railcar in number of measure-
ment tons

AR = nARM R W G L

(2) Truck

AV = Input rate by truck in measurement tons per
day

tA = Number of hours per truck, amount of time
for one truck to make movement A

nAy = Number of trucks that can be moved to inside
the gate per day

SnAy =-

tA

Mv = Number of measurement tons per truck

A V = nAv Mv W G L

(3) Total cargo movement A

A = Total rate of input to the port by rail and
truck in measurement tons per month

A = 30 (AR + Av )

b. Cargo movement B, from inside the gate to classification
and disposition yard.

(1) Rail

BR = Movement rate to classification and disposition
yard by rail in measurement tons per day

nBR = Number of railcar loads that can be moved to
classification and disposition yard per day

18



2 d
HBR 5 BR + HBR + HZBR

5280 VBR

N1BNZB S

nBR N B R

MR Number of measurement tons per railcar

BR n nBR M R W G L

(2) Truck

B v  Movement rate to classification and disposition
yard by truck in measurement tons per day

nBv Number of truckloads that can be moved to
classification and disposition yard per day

2 dBv
- 5280 Vl

NBv Number of trucks available for movement 13

N1v S
nDv -,v

M v = Number of measurement tons per truck

l1 v -nlv Mv W G L

(3) Total cargo movement B

1 = Total rate of movement to classification and
disposition yard by rail and truck in measure-

ment tons per month

B 30 (BR + By)

c. Ga-go movement C, from classification and disposition
yard to in-transit holding area.

(1) Rail

19
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CR Movement rate to holding area by rail, in

mneasurenent tons per day

nCR Number of railcar loads that can be moved to
holding area per day

HCR_ 2 dCR + 1 1 1CR _ _ H2CR

5280 VCR

NIC N 2 C SnCR - C z

HC R

MR = Number of measurement tons per railcar

CR = nC MR W G L

(2) Truck

C v  Movement rate to holding area by truck in
measurement tons per day

nCv 2 Number of truckloads that can be moved to

the holding area per day

HCv 2 dCv HC v  H2C v

5280 VCv

NCv Nuinber of trucks available for movement C

NCv S
nv Ht~

Miv  Number of measurement tons per truck

Cv ncv Mv W G L

(3) Straddle carrier

C s = Movement rate to holding area by straddle

carriers, in measurement tons per day

nCs Number of straddle-carrier loads that can be
moved to holding per hour

2 d
Cs t Hw + 1 12CsHCS 5280 VCI
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N - Nutimber of straddle carriers available for

movement C

NCS S
nc's IlCS

M Num iber of lueastiretuet tons per st raddle

ca r rie r

Cs 8 Cs MS W G

(4) Total cargo novem ent C,

C Total rate of iiovetuc ut to holding by rail,

truck, and straddle ctrriter, in tueasu reutuent

tolls per mtionth

C 0 (C.r f C v  CS)

d. ( Iagtipuo\'euuent 1), from in-transit holdingto stag ,uj

area. (This s .egmet.nit ia y niot be teces .sa ry iII s ome

cases.

(1) Rail

1)R Movement rate from holding to staiging area
by rail in tieas or enw ilt tons per (da v

n1)l Numbut r of railcar loads that can bt- nmoved

to staging area per day

2 dD
) R II.

't280VR

11 DRN It ' ) 11

NA R  Nuiber of mtueastorete nt totns per railca r

1)1 nDR N\ W C L

(2) Truck

"1
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D = Movement rate from holding to staging area
V

by truck in measurement tons per day

nDv = Number of truckloads that can be moved to
staging area per day

2 dDv +Hl HHDv = VDv + HlD v  2Dv

NDv = Number of trucks available for movement C

nDv =NDv S

HD v

M v = Number of measurement tons per truck

Dv = nDv Mv W G L

(3) Straddle carrier

D s = Movement rate from holding to staging area
by straddle carrier in measurement tons per
day

nDs = Number of straddle-carrier loads that can be
moved to staging area per day

2 dsH Ds + H + H
Ds 5280 VDs

NDs Number of straddle carriers

NDs S
HDs

M s =Number of measurement tons per straddle
carrier

D s =nDs Ms W G L

(4). Forklift truck
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Df = Movement rate from holding to staging area
by forklift truck in measurement tons per day

nDf Number of forklift truckloads that can be
moved to staging area per day

2 df
HDf = Df + HlDf + H2D f

5280 VDf

NDf = Number of forklift trucks available for move-
ment D

NDfS

nDf - Hff
HDf

Mf Number of measurement tons per forklift
truck

Df nDfMf WGL

(5) Total cargo movement D

D = Total rate of movement to staging area by
rail, truck, straddle carrier, and forklift
truck in measurement tons per month

D = 30 (DR + D v + Ds + Df)

e. Cargo movement E from staging area to wharf

(1) Rail

RE = Movement rate from staging area to wharf
by rail in measurement tons per day

nER = Number of railcar loads that can he moved
from staging area to wharf per day

HER 2 dER + H1ER + H2ER
5280 VER

NIE N E S

HER
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M R = Number of measurement tons per railcar

RE z nER MR WGL

(2) Truck

E v = Movement rate from staging area to wharf
by truck in measurement tons per day

nEV = Number of truckloads that can be moved from
staging area to wharf per day

HE= 2 dEv + HIEv + HZEv
5280 VEv

N Ev= Number of trucks available for movement E

NEv S

nEV = EvHEy

Mv Number of measurement tons per truck

Ev nE Mv W G L

(3) Straddle carrier

E s = Movement rate from staging area to wharf by

straddle carrier in measurement tons per
day

nES = Number of straddle-carrier loads that can be
moved from staging area to wharf per day

HEs = 2 dEs + HIEs + H2Es5280 VEs

NEs = Number of straddle carriers available for
movement E

NEs S
nEs HE

HEs
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Ms = Number of measurement tons per straddle

carrier

E s = nES MS W G L

(4) Forklift truck

Ef = Movement rate from staging area to wharf
by forklift truck in measurement tons per
day

nEf = Number of forklift truckloads that can be
moved from staging area to wharf per day

HEf = 2 dEf +H +H
5280 VEf 1Ef ZEf

NEf = Number of forklift trucks available for move-
ment E

Ef S
NEf

Mf = Number of measurement tons per forklift
truck

Ef nEf Mf W G L

(5) Total cargo movement E

E = Total rate of movement to wharf by rail,
truck, straddle carrier, and forklift truck in
measurement tons per month

E = 30 (ER + E v + E s + Ef)

f. Cargo movement F from wharf/anchorage to ship (for
detailed equations for movement F, see sec V, para D)

(1) Break-bulk berth (ship's gear)

(2) Container berth (container crane)

(3) LASH/SEABEE berth/anchorage (ship's gantry/
elevator)

25
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(4) RORO berth (vehicle)

3. Removal of Empties Used to Transport Cargo to Ship

The calculation for the removal of empties cannot be pinpointed in
the sequence of events on Figure 1, since the removal of empties
might occur at almost any stage from the classification and dis-
position yard to the wharf itself. However, wherever the unloading
does occur, the movement rate is already known from previous
calculations. Then, to determine if a constraint exists, this rate
is traced back through the path that the empties would follow.

a. Rail - calculate number of empties removed by rail per month;
that is, containers, railcars, piggy back, and so forth.

b. Truck - calculate number of empties removed by truck per
month; that is, containers, trailers, and so forth. Calculate
the sum of the rail and truck empties and compare this sum
with the monthly rate of influx for the weak link to determine
if the removal rate of empties can sustain operations.

C. IN-TRANSIT HOLDING

After examining the various stages in the cargo movement process,
the size of the holding area must be examined to determine if it restricts
throughput capacity. The holding areas in a terminal are designed to
accumulate ocean cargo prior to the slip's arrival. This allows the
port operator time to devise a realistic ship stowage plan before the
vessel arrives. The various possible combinations of cargo type and
destination preclude indiscriminate loading of cargo aboard ships.
The amount of cargo, Q, to be stored in the holding area will depend
upon the amount of cargo to be loaded on each ship, the time it takes
to process and load the cargo, and the scheduling of ship arrivals.
Knowing these items, we can calculate two important values: Q, the
average cargo in holding; and3, the maxinmum cargo in holding.
Graphically, the amount of cargo in holding compared with the time
for each ship is assumed to be as shown in Figure 2.

The graph shows straight lines resulting from the necessary assump-
tion of uniform rates to simplify the mathematics. Cargo begins
arriving in port on a schedule of not earlier than (NET) X days before
the ship arrives. Cargo will arrive and accumulate in the holding
area at a uniform rate until the cutoff time of not later than (NLT) Y
days before ship arrival. This period is t a . The holding time, th,
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NOTES:

A - First cargo arrives E - Loading begins

B - Last cargo arrives F - Loading ends

C - Ship capacity G - Ship clears port

D - Ship arrives H - Next ship arrives

QC

A B D E

tIH-

Figure 2. The Amount of Cargo in the Holding Area.

is the period that all cargo is held in in-transit storage. That is,
the time between last cargo arrival and ship loading. Finally, loading
is done at a uniform rate during the period tL.

The period tI represents berthing time, when the ship has arrived in
port but is not ready for loading. The period t 2 is the period when the
ship prepares to sail. Time t 3 is the period before the next ship
arrives. The sum of tl, t 2 , t 3 , and tL is the cycle time between ships,
T c.

The schedule for cargo to arrive at the port is based on the ship arrival
schedule. However, normally there is some cargo processing to be
done between the time cargo arrives and the time it enters the holding
area. Also some of the cargo is taken out of the holding area before
loading begins for pre-positioning on the wharf, but these small effects
are neglected to simplify the mathematics. The value C is the amount
of cargo to be loaded on each ship. Knowing the NET X and NLT Y
times, the amount of cargo C, and the time it takes to load the cargo,
tLI we can find" Uand I. First, determine in hours
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ta = 24 (X-Y + 1)

th = 24 (Y-I) + t 1

and Tc =t f t 2 + t 3 + t L

The average amount of cargo in holding is found by determining the

area under the curve in the diagram (the quantity-time integral), and
then dividing it by the ship cycle time. Thus, per berth,

C t h + 1/2 (t a + t])

L c
assuming that all ships at the berth are of size C, or that they average
that size. Note that -can be greater or less than C depending upon
the t values.

To determine Q, check the conditions in each of the following cases,
and use the appropriate formula.

Case I (fig 3)

If Tcf ta + th, and ta 2! t then Q C

Q

to h

7C TC -- ____

Figure 3. Holding Requirement for Case I.

In this case, cargo is loaded faster than it accumulates; so, if the
operations coincide, the holding area inventory will decline. So long
as no cargo begins to arrive for the next ship before the loading of the
current ship commences, the inventory will not exceed C.
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Case II (fig 4)

If Tc th + tL and ta-< tL, then C

In this situation, cargo arrives faster than it is loaded; so, if the
operations coincide, the holding area inventory will rise. So long as
loading of the current ship ceases before all the cargo for the next
ship has arrived, the inventory will not exceed C.

C

SHIP iSHIP n + I SHIP "+2

*0 .I, j
Z- 7i

Figure 4. Holding Requirement for Case 11.

Case III (fig 5)

If ta + t h  Tc ta + th, andtatL,

then, C + C (ta + th Tc)
ta

2C - C (Tc - th)
ta

Because loading is as fast as or faster than cargo arrival, inventory
will remain constant or decline when operationst oincide. Cargoforthe
next ship will arrive before loading of the current ship commences,
but cargo for the second following ship will not be arriving. The
inventory will rise above C by the amount of cargo for the next ship
that arrives, before loading of the current ,iip begins, since, at that
point, the inventory will level off or decline.

29
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a]

C

to  , 1

Figure 5. Holding Requirement for Case III.

Case IV (fig 6) NOTE: This case should not be common, since, for
Q to increase, either th has to increase, or the nonloading time in T c

(that is, tl, t2 , and t 3 ) must decrease. The first is inefficient, and
the second is probably impossible.

If T c < th + tL, and ta< tL

then, T _C + (th + tL - Tc)
tL

= ZC - C (Tc _ th)
tL

Since cargo loading is slower than the arrival rate, inventory rises
if these operations coincide. Cargo for the next ship has arrived
before loading of the current ship ceases. Inventory will rise above
C by the amount of cargo still to be loaded on the current ship when
all the cargo for the next ship has arrived; at that point, inventory
begins to decline.

Case V (fig 7)

If 2Tc < ta + th, and ta > tL, -acan be approximated by'd = 1. 10

Many examples were studied for Case V and the results showed this to
be a good approximation fort. The peak inventory, Q, is about 10
percent greater than the average inventory, Q.
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SHIP n SHIP n.1 SHIP n .2

CT J , /

Figure 6. Holding Requirement for Case IV.

Q

C

0- - t h  t L

Figure 7. Holding Requirement for Case V.

In this situation, ships can be loaded and cleared from the port so
rapidly that two or more ships can be cleared in the time it takes to
prepare the cargo of one ship for loading. Furthermore, in most
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realistic types of port operation, this situation is probably unachiev-

able except in very high throughput situations where the holding area
is not a restriction.

In some cases, a high degree of accuracy may be desired and an
accurate log can be maintained to determine the exact amount of cargo

in the holding area. The following example illustrates a method which
can be used for this case. The format of Table III shows a simple
accounting system useful for making the tabulation. Assume the
following conditions:

C 1, 200 containers

ta = 4 days

th- 2 days

tL 3 days

Tc 2 days

As seen from the graph for Case V, if the cargo arrival time, ta, is

4 days, and the ship capacity, C, is 1, 200 containers, then the cargo

arrival rate for any ship is 300 containers per day, and, similarly,
the cargo-loading rate is 400 containers per day. Qin is defined as

the number of containers in a given day for a given ship that come

into the holding area. Qout is defined as the number of containers
that ire taken out of the holding area in a given day for a given ship.

: QT is defined as the cumulative total number of containers that are
in the holding area. From Table III, it is seen that Ship n is dropped
from the table after Day 10 for this particular example because nothing

else happens to Ship n. By Day 10 the cargo for Ship n has already
been received and shipped. A few days later Ship n+l would be

dropped from the table, and so forth. Of course, each time a ship is

dropped from the table, another one in the sequence is added. Note
that on Day 8 the maximum number of containers in the holding area
is 3,400.

Using the equation for Case V, Q, the maximum number of containers

was calculated to be 3, 300 containers, which is very close to the

value of 3, 400 containers obtained from Table III. Therefore, it is
more practical to use the approximate equation fore'instead of the

exact method presented in Table III. Many different examples were

calculated and the approximate equation never yielded results that
differed from the exact value by more than 5 percent. Therefore, the

expected error in'for Case V, using the approximate equation, is

about + 57.
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TABLE I I I
KXAMPLE FOR CASE V

Qln Qout (liti-Qout QT'

Ship 11 300 300 100
Day I Ship n+1 300

Ship n+2 300

Ship n+3 300
.100
300

Ship n 300 00 600

Day 2 Ship n+i 600
Ship iv+2 600

Ship n+3 6)00
600
600

Ship n 300 300 900

Day 3 Ship n+1 300 300 1.200

Ship n+2 1,200

Ship n+3 1,200
1,200
1,200

Ship n 300 I * ' 00

Day 4. Ship n+l 300 '. 1.800
Ship n+2 I.80(

Ship n+3 I .got
I ,8(}0)
1,8oo

Ship r ,8011

Still, it I .811)

lDy Stili n+1 300 ()100 2. I00
Sh ip r4,+2 100 300 400

Ship n+l 2,0))
_.4011

Ship n

Ship n+l 300 I1)0 .. 70)
Day 1. Ship ,+2 300 100 I Ill)

Still nt+ I ,o0t0

IOlll
1. 0' " I

Ship it .00 -1) .' ..00

[Dauy 1 Ship nl4 .1f1))

Sh ip n+ 2 300 iO0 2 .10r4
Sit ip 11+3 30) I , .'00l

S~~t .it,400-4

nay 8 Ship ni+-I .SOO

Ship 1+,2 300 MO (, Itil
Ship n .I 100 100.1

Ship n 400 -400 1.000

Day 9 Ship n+il 400 00 260

Ship n+2 2, h.l

Ship nl3 100 io10 Q.O00

Ship n+4 300 M)O I- ,'

Ship n I, .'o1

Ship "+l 410 -400 .810o

Day 10 Ship ni-2 2, 800

Ship n+3 300 100 1, 1001
Ship n+4 300 3o 1.4001

Ship n+5 141)))

Ship ni- ,31-1,1 .11

Sh Ip n+.' 400 -1,oo .11111

Day I Ship n4+I b ,1oo

N i i p r1+4 30 100 -,')(I)

Ship n+% 1300 W1O1 1, )1)
Slip_ n _.
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D. BERTH IHROUGHPUT: EQUATIONS AND EXAMPLES

One of the most important steps in the flow of cargo through the terminal is
at the berth. The derivation of the following equations followed the pattern
found in an old report. - However, many more factors are included in
the derivation, such as, effects of dredging, night operations, shift changes,
and so forth. The berth throughput equations are expressed in units of
MTON per month, but the container, LASIt/SEABEE, and ROROberth
throughput equations are also expressed in units of number of con-
tainers per month, number of barges per month, and number of vehicles
per month, respectively. 'Fhe following derivations are illustrated
with numerical examples using the nomenclature of Figure 1:

Cargo movement F between the wharf and the ship.

F t  Total berth throughput rate to and from the ship in
measurement tons per month for break-bulk, container,
LASH/SEABEE, and RORO

Ft  F+g F c f Fb 'F r

Fg Berth throughput rate to and from the ship in measurement
tons per month for general cargo (break-bulk)

Fc  Berth throughput rate to and from the ship in measurement
tons per month for container

Fb = Berth throughput rate to and from the ship in measurement
tons per month for LASH/SEABEE

F r = Berth throughput rate to and from the ship in number of
vehicles per month for RORO

I-sl , the dredging factor, where sl is the fraction of total
time lost due to dredging, the value is supplied bv the
user as it pertains to operations at the particular type of
berth as determi-,ed by local conditions. The dredging
factor is to be used only if a yearly estimate of berth
throughput is needed.

The dredging factor cannot be realistically applied to a monthly figure
because dredging is not done every month, and applying the factor

12/Port Capacity Methodologies, US Arnmy Transportation Intelligence
Agency, Washington, DC, 1955
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would change the number of ships per month and the ship cycle time.
Actually, the berth would operate month after month unaffected by
dredging, then cease operations completely while dredging was in

progress. Therefore, the annual berth output is 12 times s times the

monthly berth output. W, the weather factor, G, the night productivity

factor, and L, the shift-change factor, were previously defined, and
the values are supplied by the user as they pertain to operations at

the particular type of berth.

1. General Cargo (Break-Bulk) lBerth

'g Berth throughput rate for general cargo (break-bulk)
9

MTON per month

tL = Total tinme required to load or unloa(d ship, in hours

Si  : Stevedore loading or unloading rate, MTON/hour/gang

by comnmodity at hatch number i, where i is a variable

numtaaber with values between I and n

Ili  Capacity of ship's hatch number i, MTON

(I f) :Effective number of gangs per hatch

f Efficiency of second gang when two gangs work one hiatch

f <1,
f = 0 for one gang per hatch

13 Uoading or tiloading aid securing rate for deck cargo in
MTON per hour toc one gang, at hatcli i

1)i  Total deckload in NvTON. at hatch i

N NmiIber of ships per montll

T1 c  Ship cycle tine in hours

t Average timie to berth, process papers, And start loading
or unloading, hours per ship

t = Average tine to prepare ship for sailing after loading

or unloading, hours per ship

t3  Dead time, average time after a ship has sailed and before
another ship starts to berth, hours per ship
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NOTE: Values for W, G, L, and s must be supplied as they pertain
to break-bulk operations.

PROCEDURE

Equations used to determine:

Minimum time required to load typical break-bulk shi

tL - WL[ max ti](1
WGL I 1i = I..., n

where t = .+f L "i Di

Whichever hatch requires the maximum loading time represents
the minimum time in which the vessel can be loaded (or unloaded),
and is, therefore, the controlling hatch.

In case all the hatches were being loaded sequentially, not simul-
taneously, the minimum time required to load the ship would be
calculated by summing all the terms in equation (1) rather than
using the time required to load the controlling hatch only.

Ship cycle time T
C

Tc = tL + t1 + t2 + t3  (2)

Number of ships per month

N = 720

Tc (3)

Berth throughput rate in MTON per month

Fg = NC (4)

NOTE: If several different types of ships are to be used, deter-
mine MTON per month for each, then, use tL and the number of
each type to find portion of MTON per month for each type; then,
total MTON per month per berth.
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EXAMPLE

Find: F for a berth capable of accommodating vessel type
VCz-S-1Pz

Known:

C = Ship capacity, 5, 665 MTON

t 1  = Average time to berth, process papers, and start loading
or unloading, 11 hours per ship

t2 = Average time to prepare ship for sailing after loading or
unloading, 9 hours per ship

t 3  = Dead time, 0 hours per ship for maximum berth throughput

W = Weather factor with an average time loss of 70 hours per
month due to weather, W = 0. 9028

G = Night-productivity factor, which accounts for time loss due
to reduced visibility; for two 12-hour shifts per day,
G = 0.8750

L = Shift-change factor, with an average time loss of 60 hours
per month due to shift changes, L - 0. 9167

s = Dredging factor, with an average time loss of 72 hours per
year due to dredging of berth, s = 0.9917

VESSEL CHARACTERISTICS

Commodity
Hatch Stevedore

Hatch Capacity Rig Rate
Number MTON and MTON/HR/GANG

i H Gangs S

1 880 Single, f=0 15
2 960 Single, f=0 15
3 1,702 Double, f=0.8 18
4 1,254 Double, f=0.8 18
5 869 Single, f=0 20

5,665 Total
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Where (1+f) : Number of gangs, f is 0 for 1. and f is .8 for 2
There is no deck cargo, therefore DL is 0

Equations used to determine: (Equations 1 through 4 are developed
in procedure section.)

MAX H i + Ei 1
tL = i=l .... *, n Si Pi WGL (1+f)

= MAX [880 960 1702 1254 869 + 0
L WGL 15, 15, (1+.8)18, (1+.8)18 , 20_1

X (58.77), (64.00), (52.53), (38.70), (43.45
WGL 4

Hatch number 2 controls, therefore

tL = 64.0 64.0 = 88.38 hours (1)
WGL (0. 9028) (0. 8750) (0. 9167)

Tc from equation (2)

Tc = tL + t + t2 + t3

t 3  = 0, for maximum berth output

therefore, Tc = Tc, min' N = Nmax, and Fg F max

Tc, min = 88.38 + 11.00 + 9.000

= 108.4 hours (2)

Number of ships required per month, using equation (3)

- 720
Nmax - _

Tc, min

=720 6.642 ships per month (3)
108.4

Using this value with equation (4)
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MTON per month

F g max = Nmax C

= (6. 642 ships per month) (5, 665 MTON per ship)

= 37, 630 MTON per month (4)

Output from this berth, using vessel type VCZ-S-APZ, with other

conditions as indicated, is 37, 630 MTON per month.
Effect of dredging on the annual berth output
Multiply 12 s times the monthly berth output.

(12) (0. 9917) (37,630)
447, 800 MTON per year

2. Container Berth

F c = Berth throughput rate for containerships, MTON per monthc

Fc =Berth throughput rate for containerships, number of con-

tainers per month

P Average payload per container in MTON

C = Capacity of containerships to be loaded or unloaded, average
number of containers per ship

N = Number of ships per month

n = Number of container cranes

A = Container crane rate for one crane, number of containers
per hour

tI  = Average time to berth, process papers, and start loading
or unloading, hours per ship

t7 = Average time to prepare ship for sailing after loading or
unloading, hours per ship

= Dead time, average time after a ship has sailed and before
another ship starts to berth, hours per ship

NOTE: Values for W. G, L, and s must be supplied as they

pertain to container berth operations.
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PROCEDURE

Equations used to determine:

Minimum time needed to load typical containership

t = C (5)
L N A WGL

Ship cycle time Tc

Tc = tL + t 1 + t 2 + t 3  (6)

Number of ships per month

N 720 (7)
Tc

Number of containers per month
/

Fc = NC (8)

Number of MTON per month
*1 /

F c = P Fc (9)

EXAMPLE

Find Fc for the following conditions

Known:

P = Payload per container, 10 MTON

C = Ship capacity, 800 containers per ship

n = Number of container cranes at berth, 2

A = Container crane rate, 15 containers per hour

t I  = Average time to berth, process papers, and start loading,
11 hours per ship

t 2  = Average time to prepare ship for sailing after loading,
9 hours per ship
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t 3  = Dead time, 0 hours per ship for maximum berth through-
put

W = Weather factor with an average time loss of 50 hours per

month due to weather, W = 0. 9306

G = Night productivity factor, which accounts for a time loss
due to reduced visibility; for two 12-hour shifts

2- (75 x 12 -3 0  90 hours per month, gives

L = Shift-change factor with an average time loss of 60 hours

per month due to shift changes, L = 0.9167

s = Dredging factor with an average time loss of 50 hours per
year due to dredging, s 0. 9942

Determine:

tL from equation (5)

C
tLtL n A WGL

800

2 (15) (0.9306) (0. 8750) (0. 9167)

37. 72 hours

Tc from equation (6)

Tc tL + t 1 + t2 + t3

t 3 = 0 for maximum berth output

therefore, T c = Tc, in, N = Nma x

and Fc Fc, max

Tc, min = 35.72 + 11.00 + 9.000

= 55. 72 hours (6)
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Number of ships required per month using equation (7)

Nmax 720
Tc, min

720
55.72

= 12.92 ships per month (7)

Number of containers per month, using equation (8)

/

F c = NC

= (12.92) (800)

= 10, 340 containers per month (8)

Number of MTON per month, using equation (9)

/
F c = P F c

= (10) (10, 340)

103,400 MTON per month (9)

Effect of dredging on the annual berth output

Multiply 12 times s times the monthly berth output

(12) (0. 9942) (103, 400)

1, 234, 000 MTON per year

3. LASH/SEABEE Berth/Anchorage

Fb = Berth throughput rate for barge ships, MTON per month

/
Fb = Berth throughput rate for barge ships, number of barges

per month

Pb =Average payload per barge, MTON

C Capacity of barge ships to be loaded or unloaded, average
number of barges per ship
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N = Number of ships per month

A = Barge crane or elevator rate, average number of barges
per hour, onloaded or offloaded at berth or anchorage (if
ship has to unload, divide A by 2)

t 1  = Average time to berth, process papers, and start loading
or unloading, hours per ship

t 2  = Average time to prepare ship for sailing after loading or
unloading, hours per ship

t3  = Dead time, average time after a ship has sailed and before
another ship starts to berth, hours per ship

NOTE: Values for W, G, L, and s must be supplied as they per-
tain to barge-ship-type operations.

Equations used to determine:

Minimum time to load typical barge ship

t - C
L A WGL (10)

Ship cycle time, Tc

Tc = tL + t 1 + t2 + t 3  (11)

Number of ships per month

N = 720
Tc (12)

Berth throughput rate in number of barges per month

Fb = NC (13)

Berth throughput rate in number of MTON per month

/
Fb = Pb Fb (14)
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EXAMPLE

LASH ships are to arrive empty with no barges on the ship, and

are to be loaded.

Find Fb for following conditions

Known:

P b = Payload per barge, 350 MTON

C = Ship capacity, 73 barges

A = Rate of barge crane, 3 per hour

s = Dredging factor; with an average time loss per year due to

dredging of berth, 72 hours, s = 0.9917

W = Weather factor; with an average time loss of 50 hours per

month due to weather, W = 0.9306

L = Shift-change factor, with an average time loss of 60 hours

per month due to shift changes, L = 0.9167

G = Night-productivity factor, with an average time loss of

90 hours per month due to reduced visibility, G = 0. 8750

t = Average time to berth, process papers, and start loading,
11 hours per ship

t? = Average time to prepare ship for sailing after loading, 9

hours per ship

t 3  = Dead time, 0 hours per ship for maximum berth throughput

Determine:

tL from equation (10)

tL = C
A WGL

= 73 = 32.60 hours (10)
(3) (0.9306) (0.8750) (0.9167)
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T c fron equation (11)

T = tL + t I + t 2 + t 3

t 3  = 0, for maximum berth output

therefore, T c = Tc, min' N = N max' and Fb Fb, max

Tc, rin= 32.60 + 11.00 + 9.000

= 52.60 hours (01)

Number of ships required per month, using equation (12)

Nmax 720
Tc, min

720

52.60

13.69 ships per month (12)

Berth throughput rate in number of barges per month, using

equation (13)

/

Fb : NC

= (13. 69) (73)

= 99L).4 barges per month (13)

Berth throughput rate in number of MTON per month, using

equation (14)

Fb = b Fb

(350) (999.4)

349, 800 MTON per month (14)

Effect of dredging on the annual berth output

Multiply 12 times s tires the monthly berth output

(12) (0.9917) (349,800)

4, 163, 000 MTON per year
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4. Roll-On/Roll-Off Berth

Fr = Berth throughput rate in MTON per month

/

F r = Berth throughput rate in number of vehicles per month

C = Capacity of RORO ships to be loaded or unloaded, average

number of vehicles per ship

Pr = Volumetric displacement of each vehicle, in MTON

N = Number of ships per month

n = Number of on-and-off ramps to be used in operation.

A = Ramp loading or unloading rate per ramp, number of
vehicles per hour

tI  = Average time to berth, process papers, and start loading
or unloading, hours per ship

t2  = Average time to prepare ship for sailing after loading or
unloading, hours per ship

t3  = Dead time, average time after a ship has sailed and before

another ship starts to berth, hours per ship

NOTE: Values for W, G, L, and s must be supplied as they
pertain to RORO-type operations.

Determine:

Minimum time to load typical RORO ship

tL _ C (15)
n A WGL

Ship cycle time, Tc, given by the equation

Tc = tL + tl + t2 + t3 (16)

Number of ships per month, given by the equation

N 720N -
Tc (17)
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I vrlh throtigliput rate in mther of vehicles per monlh given )y
the equ.ation

/
V NC I)

lBerth throughput rate ill MTI'ON per llonth, given by the eqaiation

1". Pr ~ (1')

E,; XA M 1LE.

lind V for te followili' 'oll(litiop.:

Ships arrive emllpty. ('onsider loading v(hi'l(,, only.

(: ,Ship capac-ity, 500 veli'ies (averagin g 40 feet eac h)

i) Volinmetric disL clemett of each vehicle, 64 MTONr

nt Nutimber of ramps!,

A Ranll-loading rate, I 5 \vehik'les per hotir

I I  Average ti me to herth, proces(,s papets, and start loading,
I I ho2rs per ship

t Average time to pr la-e ship for sailhiu after loadilig,
') boat r1s

t el),ad ti iv, 0 hours per ship for tIaxilmiill herth throighplut

N weatl(r t't 'iot, with .01 .average t ie loss of "0 houirs per
0oli1h title to w(eIt 1rt, W 0. '1306

G Night-Ipro(h1 't ic it y factor, with aii ,iverago itile loss of

')0 hiou rs per 101o1th (ille to re(dlcled \v'isibility, ( 0. 8750

I, Shift-clhangc factor. with an average time loss of 60 hours

per tionth (lt(, to shift ch. ng s, 1, 0. )1 (7

s l)redgi'g factor, with ;an average timge loss of 72 hours
per vear du(, to dredg ing of berth, s 1 0.)'7

DO(, v r'ill i liv :

I fIroti (l tio (I )
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t - CL nAWGL

500 ____ _

(2) (15) (0. 9306) (0. 8750) (0. 9167)

22. 33 hours (15)

Tfrom equation (16)

t3 =0, for niaxiniurn berth outpult; therefore

T zTc mil, N =N ma'and Fr = Fr a

Tc, iin= 22. 33 +11. 00 +9. 000

=42. 33 hours (16)

Number of ships required per nionth, using equation (17)

720N -max T

.720
42. 33

17.01 ships per mionth (17)

Berth throughput rate in number of vehicles per monith, given bv
equation (18)

Fr NC

= (17.01) (500)

= 8, 505 vehicles per mon01th (18)

Berth throuighpuit rate in MTON per nionth, using equation (19)

Fr =' r Fr

= (64) (8, 505)

z514. WO NITON per nionth(1)
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Effect of dredging on the annual berth output

Multiply 12 times s times the monthly berth output

(12) (0. 9917) (544, 300)

6, 477, 000 MTON per year

V. EXAMPLE FOR DETERMINING PORT THROUGHPUT

The previous equations have shown how to calculate many factors

concerning a port. An exanple now will be presented for a conplete

one-berth container port, giving calculations for the movement rate

of cargo from input to the port to loading of the ship. The cargo

throughput rates will be analyzed for each subsystem, along with the
size of the holding yard. The weak link will be identified.

Problem: Calculate the cargo throughput of a one-berth containership

port in measurement tons per month and identify the weak

link.

Given: Assume the same data and conditions applicable in the

previous container berth example, and that the holding

yard size is sufficient for 2, 000 MILVANs (a standa rdi 'cd
20-foot military container).

Solution: Following the format of Figure 1, cargo movenient A will
be calculated first.

1. Movement A From Outside the Gate to Inside the (Itt

a. Rail

N, 50 railcars per train (assume)

N 3  3 trains per day (the maximum number that can be
handled at the gate, as determined by the riser)

AR N2N3

150 railcars per day

MR 30 MTON per railcar (assume 3 MILVANs per rail-

car)
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W = 0. 9850 (from local weather data pertaining to this
movement)

G = 1. 0 (assume no performance loss on night shift for
this movement)

L = 1. 0 (assume .1o time loss due to shift change for this
movement)

AR = nARM R W G L

AR = 4, 433 MTON per day

b. Truck

S = 24 hours (two 12-hour shifts)

tA = 0. 0200 hours per truck, or one truck every 72
seconds (this is the maximum that can be handled
at the gate, as determined by the user)

Sn AV tAtA

nAv = 1, 200 trucks per day

Mv  = 10 MTON per truck (MILVAN)

W = 0. 9850 (from weather data pertaining to this move-
ment)

G = 1. 0 (assume no performance loss on night shift for
this movement)

L = 1. 0 (assume no time loss due to shift change for this
movement)

AV  = nAv Mv W G L

AV  = 11,820 MTON per day

c. Total

A = 30 (AR + Av) 487, 600 MTON per month
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2. Movement B to Classification and Disposition Yard

a. Rail

dBR 2, 640 feet

V BR i mile per hour

1 BR

and
H2BR = 0 (assume negligible)

HR 2dBR + HlBR + H2BR

HBR 5, 280 VBR

HBR = 1.0 hours

NlB = 1 locomotive, N2B = 30 railcars per train (numbers
are determined by the user)

S =24 hours

NIB NZB S
nBR HHBR

nBR = 720 railcar loads per day

BR = nBR MR WGL

W = 0. 9850, G = 0. 9870, L 1. 0 (pertaining to this

ope ration)

MR = 30 MTON per railcar

BR = 21, 000 MTON per day

b. Truck

dBv = 2,640 feet

VBv = 5 miles per hour

HlBv

and
H2Bv = 0 (assume negligible)
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H 2 dBv + H + HZ
By 5,280 VB

HBv = 0.2000 hours

S = 24 shift hours per day

NBv = 10 trucks

nBv - By
HB

nBv 1, 200 truckloads per day

W 0. 9850, G - 0. 8750, L 1. 0 (pertaining
to this operation

Mv 10 MTON per truck

B n,~ M~ WOL

Bv = 1. 034 MTON per day

C. Tot al

B = 30 (BR + Bv) = 661, 000 MTON per month

3. Movement C to Holding Yard

a. Rail

dCR 4, 000 feet

VCR =1. 100 miles per hour

HICR

and
HZCR= 0 (assume negligible)

H CR 2 ~d CR _+ H 1CR+H C
HCR 5,280 VCR

HC 1, 37 hours
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N I =1 locomotive, N 2C 20 railcars per train

S = 24 hours

-C N ICN 2 C S
CRHCR

n CR 348. 6 railcar loads per day

CR n nCR MR WG L

W 0. 9850, G =0. 8750, L 1. 0 (pertaining to this
ape ration)

MR = 30 MTON per railcar

C R 9,013 MTON per day

b. Truck

d CV= 4, 000 feet

Cv

HiCv
and
H 2 C 0 (as sume negligible)

H 2 dCv + HCv 5, 280 V iv Cy + 2 Cv~

HCv =0. 2525 hour

S 24 hours

N =v 10 trucks

Cv C

=v HC
Cv HCv

nCv =950 truckloads per day
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M = 10 MTON per truck

Cv  n nCv M v WGL

W = 0. 9850, G = 0.8750, L 1.0 (pertaining to this
ope ration)

C v  = 8,188 MTON per day

c. Straddle carrier

C a  = 0 (no straddle carriers)

d. Total

C -
3 0 (C R + C + C 8 ) = 516, 000 MTON per month

4. Movement D to Staging Area

Not applicable since MILVANs are already loaded and will be
moved directly from holding to the wharf.

5. Movement E to Wharf

a. Rail

dER 5, 280 feet

VER 2. 0 miles per hour

HIER

and
HZER 0

H -ER 2 dER +
5, 280 VER + ER H2ER

HER 1.0 hour

NIE = I locomotive, NZE 10 railcars per train

NIE N2 E S
nER = 2E

HER
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n ER 240 railcar loads per day

ER = ERMR WG

W 0.9850. G = 0.8750, L 1.0 (pertaining to this

operation)

MR 30 MTON per railcar

ER z6, 206 MTON per day

b. Truck

d EV = 5, 280 feet

VEV =5 miles per hour

.Hl1EV

and
H2Ev 0

Hv Ev + HlEv + HE

5280 VEV

1~1v =0. 40 hours

NEv = 20 trucks

S = 24 hours

n~v =NEv S

nEV HEy

nEv = 1, 200 truckloads per day

Ev = nEv Mv W GL

Mv = 10 MTON per truck

W = 0. 98 50, G = 0. 87 50, L -1. 0 (pe rtaining to this

tion)

E v 10, 340 MTON per day
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c. Straddle carrier

E s 8 = 0 (no straddle carriers)

d. Forklift trucks

Ef = 0 (no forklift trucks)

e. Total

E = 30 (ER + Ev + E s + Ef) = 496, 400 MTON per nonth

6. Movement F from Wharf to Ship

E = 107, 200 MTON per month (see previous example on con-
tainer berth)

Now, the required size of the holding yard must be calculated and
compared with the actual size to determine if a constraint exists.
The format for these calculations is found in section V, paragraph
c, "In-Transit Holding."

Assume the following for the required cargo arrival time and
holding time:

ta = 2 days

th = 2 days

The ship cycle time as calculated from the container-berth ex-
ample and equation (6) is

Tc = 53.6 hours

therefore,

T c = 2. 23 days

Next, since ta > tL, examine the following inequality:

Is

Tc . ta + th ? Case I,

ta +th Tc-t +th ? Case I,
2
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2T c  t + th ? Case V

2< 2.23-4

Therefore, as seen from the previous section on in-transit hold-
ing, these conditions correspond to case III, and the following
equation applies:

Q = 2C-C_ (T c -th) Case IlI
ta

Q z 1. 885 C

C = 800 MILVANs

Q = 1,505 MILVANs

Therefore, the required maximurn holding capacity is 1, 505
MILVANs and the available space is 2, 000 MILVANs. This means
that the holding yard has sufficient space for the example problem,
and no constraint is involved with holding. Summarizing, the
calculations for movements A through F to identify the weak link:

Movement Cargo throughput for each link

A 487,600 MTON per month
B 661, 000 MTON per month
C 516, 000 MTON per month
D (not applicable)
E 496,400 MTON per month
F 107, 200 MTON per month

The weak link is movement F (ship to wharf) at the container
berth; the output of the port is therefore limited to 107, 200 MTON
per month.

F. COMBINED OPERATIONS

The preceding examples have considered only one type of operation.
Of course, many ports have combined operations; that is, more than
one type of operation going on at different berths at the same time.
This complicates the calculations for the holding area because the
total space needed in the holding area is not necessarily equal to the
sum of the space needed for each and every berth. The total space
needed in the holding area may be less than the sun of the peaks of
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the individual berths because the peak demand for each berth may not
occur at the same instant of time. The following example demonstrates
this principle:

EXAMPLE

Determine holding area capacity required to support combined opera-
tions at a break-bulk berth, a container berth, and a LASH operation
simultaneously, using the following data that are compatible with the
preceding berth rate examples.

Break-Bulk:

Tc = 5 days tL 3 days

ta = 3 days C = 6,000 MTON

th = 2 days

Container:

T c  = 3 days tL 1.5 days

ta = 2 days C 8, 000 MTON

th = 2 days

LASH:

Tc = 3 days tL 1 day

ta = 3 days C = 25, 000 MTON

th = 2 days

As seen in Figure 8, 15 = 6, 000 MTON. This result can also be obtained
from the equation in Case I of the "In-transit Holding Section. " Addi-
tionally, 1M as shown in Figure 9, or as calculated from the equation
in Case III, is 12, 000 MTON. Finally, 6, as shown in Figure 10, or
as calculated from Case III, is 41, 670 MTON. Of course, three
separate parts of the holding area will sustain operations if each part
holds its peak capacity of 6, 000 MTON, 12, 000 MTON, and 41, 670
MTON, respectively. The sum of these values is 59, 670 MTON.
However, if the peaks of eachd'do not occur at the same time, which
is most probable, the capacity of the holding area can be smaller than
59, 670 MTON and still sustain maximum throughput. The minimum
acceptable value shown in Figure 11 is 58,330 MTON. This lower
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Figure 10. Holding Requirement for LASH Anchorage of Combined
Operations.

value results because the peaks of Q occur at different times, namely,
with Break-Bulk, t = 3 days; with Container, t = 4 days; and with LASH,
t = 5 days. The result is even more dramatic if the ship capacity of
two of the berths is equal, and the principle is demonstrated that the
peaks ofa should occur at different times to maximize holding-area
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capability. For example, consider two identical berths like the con-

tainer berth of Figure 9. If Q for both berths occurs at t = 4 days,
the holding area for these two berths would have to have a capacity for
2.4, 000 MTON. However, if one berth lagged behind the other one in
time by 1. 5 days, say t - 4. 5 for Q, the peak demand would occur at
different times and the required holding capacity would be the sum of
12, 000 MTON and 8, 000 MTON only, or 20, 000 MTON instead of
24, 000 MTON. This reduction in required holding capacity amounts
to 16. 7 percent. Combined operations must be given close attention
for possible reduction in required holding capacity, since the dfference
might be the deciding factor as to whether the ope,ation could be

carried out with the required cargo throughput.

EXAMPLE

Determine the ship cycle time if the holding area capacity is in-

sufficient. Consider the container berth of Figure 9, and instead of
the 12, 000-MTON capacity needed in the holding area, only 11,000
MTON is available. The ship capacity cannot be changed, and the

cargo arrival and holding times should already be at a minimum for
maximum cargo throughput. Therefore, ship cycle time must be
lengthened so that the required holding capacity will equal the avail-
able holding capacity. The solution can be obtained either graphically
(fig 12) or with the use of the equation forQ. For this example the

governing equation is:

Case III

2C C (T th)
ta

for t t <'I' c ta + th, and ta tL
)

Solving for T

T c = C . th

All the values except Q are the same as those in the previous example.

t a  = 2 days

th = 2 days

t2

r.
* - - - -. a --- r -- -
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Figure 12. Container Berth With Holding Area Capacity

Limitation of 11, 000 MTON.

C = 8, 000 MTON

Q is now set equal to 11,000 MTON, which gives

Tc = 3. 25 days, or 78 hours

The equations greatly simplify the task of calculating the output of a
port. Much time and expertise would be needed to undertake such a
project without the aid of the equations developed in this methodology.
However, this does not mean that the complex task is now simple;
it means that the task is now less complex. Also, the equations enable

the port operator to experiment with the operations and may result in
a change in the output of the port. Then, the benefit of the resultant
change could be weighed against the cost of producing the change.
Conceivably, a significant benefit could result from a change in which

the cost was easily justified. Also, if a single berth at a port were
not usable due to an operational problem, the adjusted output could
be quick! %r calculated so the operator would know the capability of the
port.
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VI. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

A. Factors should be developed for the throughput equations for container-
handling equipment, such as mobile cranes.

B. Procedures should be developed for estimating personnel and equip-

ment requirements to carry out each operation at maximum equipment
capability, especially during a period of national emergency.

C. The methodology developed in this study should be validated by actual

test in an operating port environment.
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APPENDIX A

SHIPLOADING FACTORS, ACTUAL AND NOTIONAL SHIP FACTORS

EAST AND GULF COASTS

Commodity Type of Ship MTON capacity Days to Load

General Cargo C-2 7, 500 3 1/2

C-3 11,500 4

C-4 12,500 4 1/2

LASH (Barges only) 350 1 1/4

SEABEE 850 1 1/2

Ammunition C-2 6,000 3

C-3 10,000 4

C-4 11,000 5

LASH (Barges only) 350 1 1/4

SEABEE 850 1 1/2

Unit Equipment C-2 8,000 2 1/2

C-3 11,000 4

C-4 13,000 4

LASH (Barges only) 350 2 1/4

SEABEE 850 1 1/2

Container Containership 24,000 30 Hours

Vehicles Comet 13,000 13 Hours

Adm William M. Callaghan 23,000 23 Hours

LASH (Barges only) 350 1 1/4

SEABEE 850 3 1/2

Reefer C-2 5, 500 4

AMTMTS Pam 700-1
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EAST AND GULF (Continued)

Commodity Type of Ship MTON per Gang per Hour

General Cargo C-2 31.2
C-3 47.0
C-4 47.0

LASH (Barges only) 50.0
SEABEE 60.0

Average 41.6

Ammunition C-2 42.2
C-3 48.2
C-4 41.2

LASH 5.
SEABEE (Barges only) 60.0SEABEE 60.0

Average 44. 2

Unit Equipment C-2 67. 5
C-3 79. 5
C-4 72.0

LASH (Barges only) 50.0
SEABEE 60.0

Average 72.4

Reefer C-2 34.0

NOTE: Additional Information
1. Add 2 days for sheathing ammunition ships.
2. Two cranes used to load containerships.
3. Five gangs used to load the three types of ships.
4. Loading based on a 16-hour day.
5. Shiploading based on experience.
6. Includes 1/2 day for opening and closing hatches and spotting booms.
7. Includes 1/2 day for shoring and dunnage.
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WEST COAST

Commodity Type of Ship MTON Capacity Days to Load

General Cargo C-2 7,500 4.7
C-3 11,500 5.7

C-4 12,500 5.2

LASH (Barges only) 350 1 1/4

SEABEE 850 1 1/2

Ammunition C-2 6,000 4.4

C-3 10,000 7.3
C-4 11,000 8.1

LASH (Barges only) 350 1 1/4

SEABEE 850 1 1/2

Reefer C-2 5,500 4.6

Containers Containership 24,000 1 1/4

Unit Equipment C-2 8,000 3.5

C-3 11,000 5.0

C-4 13,000 5.0

LASH 350 2 1/4(Barges only)

SEABEE 850 1 1/2

Commodity Type of Ship MTON per Gang per Hour

General Cargo C-2 20

C-3 25

C-4 30

LASH (Barges only) 50
SEABEE 60

Ammunition C-2 17
C-3 17
C-4 17

LASH (Barges only) 50
SEABEE
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WEST COAST (Continued)

Number MTON Per Gang Per Hour

Commodity Type of Ship MTON per Gang per HourI Unit Equipment C-2 50

C-3 65
C-4 75

LASH (Barges only) 50
SEABEE 60

NOTE: Additional Information:
1. Add 2 days for sheathing ammunition ships.
2. Two cranes used to load containerships.
3. Five gangs used to load the three types of ships.
4. Loading based on 16-hour day.
5. Shiploading based on experience.
6. Includes 1/2 day for opening and closing hatches and spotting booms.
7. Includes 1/2 day for shoring and dunnage.
8. LASH and/or SEABEE Barges only - total ship capacity: LASH -

27,010 MTON.
SEABEE - 32,300 MTON.
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APPENDIX B

VESSEL CHARACTERISTICS

TABLE IV
US FLAG BREAKC-BULK FLEET CHARACERISTICS. 31 MARCH 1975 (EXCLUJDING MSC AND NDRF)

Overall MaxBaeom
No. of Length Breadth Draft CubOA' Deck Loaded Capacity

Class Ships (Ft) (Ft) (Ft) (MTON) 20-Ft Containers (LION)

C4-S-58& 6 572 75 31 15,570 NVAL 60
C4-S-Iu b 5b5 76 12 16.825 167 60

C4-S-la 6 564 76 32 18,400 NVAL 60
C4-S-lf 3 564 7b 32 15,825 92 60

C4-S-lh 3 564 76 31 15,800 227 60
C4-S-lp 3 564 76 '017,500 227 60

C4-S-ic 2 563 76 32 14,525 81 W0k /
C4-S-57a 11/ 561 ?5 32 16,075 128 70
C4-S-60a t6 5151 75 31 15,380 295 75
C4-S-64a 2 544 75 32 17.125 110 70
C4-S-66a 12) 540 76 33 18.750 138 160/

Ex-C4 5 523 72 33 19,725 NVAL 5D
4
/

Ex-C4 2 523 72 33 19,000 NVAL 70

Ex-C4 2 523 72 33 18,450 NVAL 5
Ex-C4 4 523 72 33 18,400 NVAL 25-/

Ex-C4 2 523 72 32 16,550 NVAL 20b

C3-S-76a 5 522 70 15.075 N/A 75
CJ S-43a 3 506 70 31 15,800 N/A 60
C3-S-37c 8 495 69 32 14.125!' 138 60
C3-S-37d 5 495 69 30 13,650 14e- 60

C3-S-46a 8 493 73 31 17,270 1321/ 60

C3-S-38a 4 493 73 28 13,800 loth/ S0

C3-S-A2 3 492 70 29 16,975 NVAI. 30
C3-S-33a 8 488 68 31 10,625 to 12,000 N/A 60/75
C3-S-A-1 2 473 66 28 12.575 NVAL 25

C2-S-Bl 1 459 63 28 13.525 NVAL 30
C2-S-AJ5 1 459 6-3 28 11,200 NYAL 50

- Drv cargo only.

t/Wlih married 'fall.
ITwo ships are presently under conversion to C6-S-60a, partial containershtps.

* A/Two ships with 70-LTON booms.

f/ Two ships with 35--LION booms.
..Four ships with 13.800 KrON.

1/Four ships can be converted to partial containerships with 440 to 468 20-ft containers; as breakbulk,

,they can carry 247 20-ft containers.
'Plus 12 40-ft containers.
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APPENDIX B

VESSEL CHARACTERISTICS

TABLE IV
US FLAG BREAK-BULK FLEET CHARACTERISTICS 31 MARCH 1975 (EXCLUDING MSC AND NDRF)

Overall Max Bale Boom

No. of Length Breadth Draft Cubes
/  

Deck Loaded Capacity

Class Ships (Ft) (Ft) (Ft) (NTON) 20-Ft Containers (LTON)

C4-S-58a 6 572 75 31 15,570 NVAL 60
C4-S-lu 6 565 76 32 16,825 167 60
C4-S-la 6 564 76 32 18,400 NVAL 60
C4-S-lf 3 564 76 32 15,825 92 60
C4-S-1h 3 564 76 31 15,800 227 60
C4-S-lp 3 564 76 30 17,500 227 60
C4-S-lt 2 563 76 32 14,525 81 60-
C4-S-57a 11, 561 75 32 16,075 128 70
C4-S-60a 6,/ 551 75 31 15,380 295 75
C4-S-64a 2 544 75 32 17,125 110 

70

C4-S-66a 12 540 76 33 18,750 138 160

Ex-C4 5 523 72 33 19,725 NVAL 50d
/

Ex-C4 2 523 72 33 19,000 NVAL 70
Ex-C4 2 523 72 33 18,450 NVAL 70
Ex-C4 4 523 72 33 18,400 NVAL 5

Ex-C4 2 523 72 32 16,550 NVAL 240
b /

C3-S-76a 5 522 70 21 15,075 N/A 75
C3-S-43a 3 506 70 31 15,800 N/A 60
C3-S-37c 8 495 69 32 14,125W

/  
138 60

C3-S-37d 5 495 69 30 13,650 146 60
C3-S-46a 8 493 73 31 17,270 1321/ 60
C3-S-38a 4 493 73 28 13,800 10!

/  
50

C3-S-A2 3 492 70 29 16,975 NVAL 30
C3-S-33a 8 488 68 31 10,625 to 12,000 N/A 60/75
C3-S-A3 2 473 66 28 12,575 NVAL 25

C2-S-B1 1 459 63 28 13,525 NVAL 30
C2-S-AJ5 1 459 63 28 11,200 NVAL 50

a/Dry cargo only.

k/With married fall.
c/ Two ships are presently under conversion to C6-S-60a, partial containerships.

d/Two ships with 70-LTON booms.
f/ Two ships with 35-LTON booms.

-/Four ships with 13,800 MTON.
1/Four ships can be converted to parcial containerships with 440 to 468 20-ft containers; as breakbulk,

they can carry 247 20-ft containers.

Plus 12 40-ft containers.
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TABLE V
US CONTAINERSHIp FLEET CHARACTERISTICS

31 March 1975
Overall Max Lift

No. of Length Breadth Draft No. of Containers-
/  

Capacity
Class Ships (Ft) (Ft) (Ft) 

2
0-Ft 40-Ft Other (LTON)

SL-7 8 947 105 35 HVAL 200 896b-
1  

NVAL

SL-18 2 721 95 34 NVAL 321 412- 9

C7-S-88a 2 721 95 34 NVAL 360 28
-  

NVAI

2 721 95 34 NVAL 0 1,174- NVAL

C7-S-68 2 705 90 33 592 326 NVAL NVAL

C7-S-68e 6 701 90 32 766 224 NVAL NVAL

*C4-J1 2 685 78 30 NVAL NVAL 622h
/  

NVAL

*C4-J 4 685 78 30 NVAL NVAL 6 0 9 h/ NVAL

C4-JC 3 685 78 30 NVAL NVAL 602- 27

C6-S-85a 4 668 90 33 1,098 0 NVAL NVAL

C6-S-85b 4 668 90 33 792 196 NVAL NVAL

*C6-S-lxa 4 668 76 33 356 296 NVAL NVAL

*C6-$-69c 5 668 82 31 680 103 NVAL NVAL

in-(4 4 633 72 29 NVAL 482 NVAL NwAL

a 2 630 72 32 NVAL 0 805- NVAL

r3-J 4 627 78 27 NVAL NVAL 476
"  

25

C5-S-736 6 610 78 32 916 0 NVAL NVAL

*T2-M 3 524 68 30 NVAL NVAL 332- NVAL

*Ex-T2e 3 524 75 30 N/A N/A N/A NVAL

*T2 1 524 68 30 NVAL NVAL 196- 25

*C4-X 1 523 72 30 NVAL NVAL 32 5b
l  

NVAL

*C4-X2 8 523 72 31 NVAL NVAL 360- NVAL

EX..C4 2 523 72 33 470 NVAL NVAL-
/  

5

*C2-L 2 504 74 25 NVAL NVAL 274-
/  

22

*C4-M 2 497 72 30 NVAL NVAL 354
b  

NVAL

*T2-M 1 497 72 30 NVAL NVAL 348- NVAL

'Ex-C3 1 492 70 29 NVAL NVAL 488
/  

NVAL

*C2-X 4 469 63 28 NVAI. NVAL 225- NVAL

*C2--C 6 469 72 25 NVAL NVAL 226-
/  

26

1 338 32 18 NVAL NVAL 212- 25

b/ Capacity expressed with maximm 20-foot container configuratlen.

- 35- x 8- x 8-1/2-ft container.

j/24- x 8- x 8-1/2-ft container.
-Also carries 25 automobiles.

*Co.er sionm
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TARL.I VI
It", ItRtK-SHIP FLKT CIARACTEISTICS. 31 MARCH 1975

V.11MAX Lift
AdNo. of I.Ott t rv~dtbt Draft No. of No. of capacity

iQ-S-Rid L.ASH1 3 $93 too 18 tI' 4.. f1 "t t so

C'9-tS-S1d IASH 6 OQ I 100 is ilq i 44t,

C8-S-S2n SIFAIt 3 87c' W61 14 Ill 40 1~ 1si- 2.000

CS-S-Slit LASH II KO0 100 I'S 49 1. 0I450

(gato conf igurat ion; tite csnfigiraf ions rsusait' I.

TABLF. V1I

UIS It01A.-ON/fOL1L-OFF FI.EET M1ARACTFRISTICS, 31 MARCHI 197%

IWS't-sI I MjAX CAI-go Mloom Min
No. of I'ilp'l~ 1s ProndIt I Dra-ft I.o.id Arons CssrRCI I DPck

fle iji -hp __ (1:,1Ir ;. _ ___ o N-) C1O fsc 0

P.MS Comset 14100 78 27 Q(', M(4 (10 It I1I Il.

IIsMs Seal I rt 1 '~0 12 90.030 70 It ft II Ill.

"alt. Will A/
t ,gu ." 9. 1Q 1's,000 ? 40 9 ft 4 Wi.

* ~iedolo Ib7/19 2 6.6 NVAI ' I9Ii
Poic4IV$ol 102 14 It'.~44 10 % ft II In.

* ~ d -- Inde~r cottst tuc tion.

TABLIE VII I
US FLAG PARTIAL CONTAINERSIP IEFT C1IARACTEISTCS, 11 MARCH 1975 WECADI;MC AND NPRF)

No . of I .Ongtt i BrenddtlI Draft Coti Al~ tier A ctlbo CAA I I
Class SIp jyt A~ t) /-t 4 ~ (IN) tN -

C6S I.3 661 71' 11 S21 $2 is I Q00 W0

's bo"' $2 11" 40k'/ NVAI 27,10 OW l
CS-S-170/f 13 11,11 oQil 9, t0 It.1'. 1, to1

C4-F- 1 q 2 ('4 76. 12 46$9 NV i I 1* 1. (It
I' 56Io $1 W0 II'l NVAI it880
4 "4 70 29 17'S It 0t1 40.-

s-5-~a' V-4A ------ 2Y2 NVAt_ 8, 8 1 '

- 'a Itv .Plreaaasl withi Ynltiitm 20 ft cmitninor cofifgiivnt toni.
.t" I"% ls', Oowfigo 14vatem.

-4- dild all t .I e

I rON boom
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